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FOR AERONAUTICS

ESTIMATION OF STICK.-FIXEDNEUTRAL POINTS OF AIRPLANES

By Maurice D, White

SUMMARY

D..

w.

A method is.given for calculating the stick-fixed
neutral point of an airplane with propeller windmilling,
flaps neutral, and landing gear retracted. This method
differs from those formerly used principally in the
procedure for estimating the effect of the windmilling
propeller. Comparison of the neutral,points predisted
by this method with neutral points obtained In flight
tests indicates good agreement at low lift coefficients.
The methods presented, In conjunction with the results
given in NACA CB NQ. ~HOl ~lEffectof Power on the Stick-
Fixed Neutral Points of SeveralSingle-EngineIlonoplanes
as Determined in Flight,“ should be useful in estimating
the stick-fixed neutral points of new designs for all
flight conditions,

Since the publication of reference 1, in which a
method was presented for predicting the static longitu-
dinal stability of airplanes, additional flight data on
the longitudinal stability of airplanes have become
available. Attempts to correlate these longitudinal-
stability data with the longitudinal-stability data com-
puted on the basis of reference 1 indicated that the
methods of reference 1 were inadequate when applied to
unconventional designs. A more rational method has
therefore been developed for computing the longitudinal
stability of airplanes in terms of the stick-fixed neutral
point, which yields results in good agreement with flight
results. This method differs from the method of refer-
ence 1 chiefly in the procedure for estimating the effects
on longitudinal stability of the windmilling propeller
and of the fuselage and nacelles, although the differences
in change in longitudinal stability-due to the fuselage

.
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and nacelles as computed by the”two methods is generally
small for conventional designs. The methods given may
also be adapted readily to the estimation of the effect
on neutral point of changes in configuration of existing
des!gns.
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SYMBOZS

two-dimensional lift-curve slope, per degree

width of fuselage or nacelle at selected lon@tu-
dinal station~ feet

wing chord, feet

~.~anae~odynamfc chords feet

propeller diameter, feet

dynamic pressure, pounds par squ~re i’oct
()
j@J~

.
factor used in correcting lift-curve slope for

effect of end plates

air density, skz~s per cubic foot .

veloclty, feet per second

@oss area, Includlng sectton through fuselage,
square feet

pitchl~ moment, foot-pounds

distance along longitudinal axis, feet

distance from wing leading edge to middle of
fuselage section, feet

distance from wing leadi.nsedge to front o.f
fuselage section directly .aheadof wing leading
edFe, feet

neutral-point Iocatlon, percent ~

longitudinal dtstance from center of
quarter-chord point of’mean ohord
tail, feet
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longitudinal distanoe from center of’gravity to
propeller plane

angle of inclination of air f’lowrelative to
longitudinal axis, radians

angle of attack relative to free stream, radians

angle of downwash, radians

lift coefficient
()

Lift
T

pitching-moment ooeff!cient
()

l!

z. \

( )Normal forcenormal-force coefficient ———
qs

aspect ratl.e

thrust disk-leading coeffici&t
()

T
~2n2

thrust, po~ds

number of ‘propellers.,naoelles, or fuselages

Subscripts:
,.

w

r

nao

t

P

PI

P2

L.E.

mid

T*E,

;

wing

fuselage

naoelle

horizontal tai1

propeller

propeller normal foroe

downwash due to propeller

wing leading edge
..

,midchordpoint of lecal chord

wing trailing edge

.. .... . . . . .. .
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COMPUTATION OF NEUTRAL POINT

The neutral point of an airplane is defined as the
center-of-gravity location at which the slope of the curve
of airplane pitching-mmnent coefficient against lift coef-
ficient d~/dCL is zero. This airplane pitching-moment
slope is tb.eresultant of bhe .pttching-rnomentslopes
contributed by the various’parts of the airplane, In
order to predict the neutral point of an airplane, the
estimated values of, “b@~CL due to the various parts of
the a?.rplanemay b+ combined at each of several center-
of-Sravj.tylocat$ons and the neutral point may then be
established as the center-of-gravity Iocatfon at wh!ch
the resultant value of d~dCI, is zero. A procedure
equivalent to this procedure for determining the neutral
potnt is illustrated in figure 1, where the values
of bC@CI, for the various parts of the airplane
are plotted against center-of-gravity location. The
center-af-gravity location at which the total of the
positive values of ?lC~dCL Is equal to the negative of
the total of the negative values of ~~/tiL - that is,
at which dCm/dCL is equal to zero - is the neutral
point ●

,,,,,

Detailed procedures for calculating the values
of bO~ CL due to the principal parts of the airplane -
wing, fuselage, nacelles, horizontal tail, and propellers -
are given herein, The methods apply best at low lift
coefficients where the airplane drag coefficient may be
considered not to vary with lift coefficient, the
parameters involved in the calculations are most nearly
linear, and the effects of air-flow separation are at a
minimum. The airplane was assumed to operate with pro-
peller windmilling, flaps neutral, and lauding gear
retracted. Negative changes in pitching-moment slope are
stabilizhg and positive changes are destabilizing.

%e values of ~Cm/ijCL for the individual parts
computed by the following methods are based on the values
of dCL/dU for the wing alone. In order to determine
the actual value of bC#dCL based on the total lift of
the airplane the values of d~/bCL computed by the
present methods should be multiplied by the ratio
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,

This correction does not affect the location of the
nel~tralpoint as dete:lminedby the p~esent methods because
at that center-of-~ravity location the resultant value
Of dCm/dCIJ of zero would be unaffected by the correction,

t

-.

-.

.,

M.

.

“.

~~e methods described in the Present report are ..

effective for pred~ctln~ stick-ftxed neutral points at.
low lift coefficients with propeller windmilling, flaps
neutral, and”landing gear retracted. Inasmuch as the
stick-fixed neutral point generally remains fixed or

.

moves.back With increasing lift coefficient in this con-
ditioh of’fli~ht (reference 2), the results obtained from
the present methods will be conservative for the higher .
liyt coefficients.

.
The ef’fectSof’PoWeI’on the neutral-point location

cannot at the present time be predicted by methods com-
parable to those given herein. 13ythe use of data given
in refe~ence 2, however, it should b6 possible to make
reasonable preliminary estimates 02 the shift in stick-
flxed neutral point due to power.

A knowledge ~f the elevator hin~c-moment character-
istics is essential for determj.ningthe shift in neutral,
potnt due to freeing the elevator~

P3.tchin~-momentslope due to wing.- At a given
cente~=o~avity location the value of’the pitching- “
moment slcpe due to the wing with flaps neutral
(bCm/bCL)wianmeri..lly equal t~thedist.nce between
the center of gravity and tl.ewing aerodynamic center
expressed.as a fraction of the mean aerodynamic chord.
For the present purposes it has been fcund”satisfactory
to consider that the wing aerodynamic center Is located
at a,~erc.enta~eor the mean aerodynamic chord equal to
the average of the percentages of the chords at which the
aerodynard.ccenters of the root and tip airfoil sections
are locatad. For center-of-gravity locations behind the
wing aerodynamic center, (~%J~U)lv is positive.

,,. ... . .,,, ,. ,,,, ... ,,



Pitthing-moment SIOpe due tc falsel&ge and to en@ne.— —. ——— .
n8ceU!.es.-The value ,of ac~hc~ due to th6 fusela;e~-.—..—
to tinenacelles may be expressed by

(1)

The value of
()

~ dll” is calculated directl~ by the
q = f, nac

methods of reference 5. According to this method the
I fd~r

U
value of - -

q ~~ f, nac
may be conputefifrom

(2)

where the inte~al is t~’kenalong thieenti.r~len@h of
the fuselage or nacelle.

It is convenient in evaluating equation (2) to
divide the fuselage or nacelle into finite sections.

The factor ~w2~x is then calculated for each Scctton
~ dz

wtth average values of w and dp,ida used ~or each

.

section and, finally, the values o.? #w2~Ax for all

the ssctions are totaled. ,

The factor d~/da represents the variation with
angle oi’attack of air-flow angle relative to the X-axis
of the -fuselageor nacelle; in the calculation of d~ida,
it is assumed that fuselage - or nacelle - interference
~ffect~ my Be i~nored. ?letweenthe wim leadin,?edrb
and trailing edg~,.where the flo~ follow; the wifigsfiface,
d!3\da is considered to be zero. 3ehind the winp trailing
e@ the value of d~/da is assumed to vary linearly from . ,..-
zmo at the wing tr~iling edge to

(1 - %),
at the tail.

The discrepancy between the assumed’linearr~ariationand
.-

tha actual variation of d~/da behind the wing will
normally he of little importance because, for conventional
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fuselage arrangements, this portion or the computed
fuselage moment is only about 10 percent of the entire
fuselage moment.

.Aheadof the wing,values of d~/da are greater than
1.0 because of the upwash induced by the wing; the variation
of d@\da with distance from the wing leading edge is
given in figure 2,

.>
which is taken directly from reference 3. ‘–

Figure 2(b)~is used for all sections except the section
directly aheed of the wing leading edge where values of
d~/da rise sharply as the leadfng edge is approached.
For this region an a~erage integrated value of alp/da,

x rld& ‘d ‘ive
defined as ~ = A da n by figure 2(a), is

xl o
used, M determi.n~ng ~/da in figure 2(s.)the value
of %1 used in calculating the abscissa is tiledistance

from the wing leading edge to the front of ~e.fuseleg~,
section; in determining alp/da‘in figure 2(b) the value
of xl used in calculating the abscissa is the distance :
from the wing lqading edge to the middle of the fuselage

.-. section considered.

The curves in figure 2 correspond to a wirqglif’t-
-. curve slope of 4..5per radian. In order to correct for

oth~r values of the lift-curve slope the values given by
the curves are incres.sedor reduced in direct retio to
the lift-curve”slope.

An additional factor accounting for the eff’?ctof
the fuselage or nacelle on the wing becomos important
when the width of the fuselsge or nacelle is not uniform
along the wing chord, According to reference 3 this ~
factor is computed by’

(3)

-..

9A.

When the pl.m form of the body shows 10CQ1 protu-
berances in width directly ahead of the wing leading edge
the application of equstions (2) and (3) Is believed to
result in exwzgeratad velutisof the destabilizing efi’ect.
For such cases, reduction of the increment due to the
protuberance ~ob.tainedby calculating the factors with
and without {lienrotuberancb) by ens-half appears to
result in more nearly correct values~ This correction,

. .
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?

wh.fch is based on ver~ scant data, is subject to modif’i-
.

cation as mere data are obtained,

?urveF for estimatins the wl.w liit-curve
S3.0J3 dCE,/da as a functton of aspect ratio are Civen in
fiyura 5. These CUPVeS were o-otaj.nedfrom the ex.pres~ion

end at-l-m:e.smct ratios.were corrected

,

The various terms in equation (4) are calculated as
follows:

q.t
-.
q

A value of O.$1is used fcr the conditicn of
VrlP.dm.ii?!.infqpropeller.

acwt 3Cy
t

Curves for the evaluation ~f
~ 3G are civcrIin

fiqures 3 and k.

g~ Valu9s of C
da

at the tafl nay be estimated from
the charts of reference ~. ..4shorter empirical
m.eth~dfor determining dE/da at the tail,
based on thesficharts,is given in r~fel’~?l~~1.

UNCLASSIFIEDw
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For conventional
due to Wne horizontal

tail l.ocat~.onsthe value of ~C~&CL
tail is negs.tiv6.

Pitching=morr.entslope due to normal force on
windmilling propeller and to downwash increment re~.——. .——
from this.normal forc~.-

.-
The values of b.Cx””due to

the propeller are considered to”arise from two sources -
the normal force on the inclined propelle~and the
resulting increment of dovnwash at the tail. The value
of ~~-..\bCI,due to the normal.force on the propeller is
given by

The terms in equati,on(5) are calculated as follows:

(JdCi~

7KP Re~erence 6 gives methods for estimating the

()

dCq .
value of --.& that should be used when tlie

P
geometric and operating characteristics of the—

“( ()dCNpropeller me known. In reference 6

)

WP
is designated Cy’** Unpublished flight data

obtained at the Lan”gleyLaboratory on a number
of airplanes $ndicates tlnatwith mo~eller
windmiiling and at the airspeeds ?or-wh.ichthe
present methods are applicable the propeller
thrust coefficient ‘?c is on the average
approximately -0.03. ~.ledata also show that
when the propeller pitch setting is set for

. high rotational speeds the propeller blades
are, at these airspeeds, still against the 10W.

pitch stops, VJhichcorrespond on tineaverage
to a propellev-blaflean@e at 0.75 propeller
radius of about 200. It has been f~und suffl..V cfently accurate for the airplanes considered
in the present analysis, to use directly the

values of,()dCN, ~,p -fOr a propeller blade angle

~uRICL.ASSfFIEO

;

.

,
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;
of’ 20° given in figure 2 of reference 6. This
fisnme presents data for a Eanilton Standard
X155-6 mro-pellerat a value of Tc/“ equal to
zero and a side-force factor (defined in
ref’qrence6) of 80.7. For-convenience the
values given in this figure for a propeller
bl.afleangle of 20° are tabulated as follows:

Propeller

Two-blade
Three-blade
Fo~--~l&de
Six.blade (single rotating)
Stx-blade (dual rotatin~)

—-

It should be e?whasized, however.

( ).m; -
-TrD

that when
the propeller c~laracter~silcsar; known the
proper values of sid.e-lorcefactor and blade
E.ngleshould be used in reference $ to deter-

A value of’ xl that corresponds
of’the propeller is used.

figure 2(b),

to the plane .

For moneller locations ahead of the center of
~av~h~” t~~e%~Ue of ~Cm//jCL due ta tk@ ~ro~elkr nar~~l
for:e iz positive. .

IT~.eadded dOwnwash over the horfzOntal tail re~laltin~
from the normal force on the propeller contributes a
~?urtherchar~e in pitchin.g-momei~tslope.that is LlssI.lmGa
to be given by

“ (%$(2)$)$!!. da t

LINclAw’Fm... .. ...g“;<A*.!:.,,,:s
..- . ~~, . . . . . . .

● “- ,, .*
.,

(6)
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Equation (6) 5.sderived by calculating the downwash in
the slipstream from momentum considerations and reducing
the value by an empirical coefficient to take into account
the effects of the wing, fuselage, and oth~r factors. In,
all cases in which a~value of dCm\bCL exists because of
this factor - that is, when the horizontal tail may be
considered as being within the downwash field due to the
propeller, as on conventional tractor-propeller arrange-
ments with tail at rear of fuse”lage- the value will be
positive.

The increased rate of than.geofdownwash over the tail.
accounted for by equation (6) should also be considered in
estimations of the absolute angles of attack of the hori-
zontal tall or of absolute elevator trim angles. In order
to Include this effect, the rate of.change of horizontal
tail angle of attack wit~ wing angle”of attack

should-be reduced by

Cmt

(—=l.-dc

the ‘quantfty
)get ;

The change in absolute downwash angle due to this effect
will of course bo zero when the resultant angle of attack
of the propeller axis, including the effect OY wing
upwash, is zero.

:.m,eeffect on the bodies wit~.inthe influence of
the propeller wake of the added downwash due *O the pro. -

Themethods described in

FLIGET DATA

lineprbceding

..

sectionand
illustrated in figure 1 have been applied to the estima-

“- tion of’the stick-fixed neutral points of the air~lanes
shown in fi~ure .5;dimensions of these airplanes are
given in table I. The estimated values of. h~/ &IJ due
to each component and the estima ‘dresultant neutral

Ppoint are given for each airpl ne in table II. The st~ck-
fixed neutral point #Qr.~sch airplene as determined from

~ ‘ UNCLASSIFIED
. . . . .
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flight tests for a value of CL = O*3
described in reference 2 1s also shown

.
NACA CB No. L5C01

.-
using the method
in table 11.

Flight vslues and estimated values of neutrsl-point
location are compared in figure 6, The results generally
agree within *1.5 percent c, which represents the accu-
racy with which the flight neutral points shown .sre
believed to have been evaluated. The hck of egreement
between estimated and flight neutral points ~or airplane 9
may be due to the fact, shown by wind-tunnel tests (refer-
ence 7), that at normal fli@t attitudes the horizontal
tail of this airplane is within sn unusually low-energy
wing wake.

The present report gives a method of estimating the
stick-fixed neutral point of m airplane with propeller
windmilling, flsps neutral, and landing gear r~tracked.
The method may be applied best at low lift coefficients.
A study of available flight data indicates thet at higher
lift coefficients the neutral point generally remains the
ssme or moves back; thus, the neutral point predicted by
the present method will be conservative throughout the
flight rsnge for this flight condition.

No reliable methods for predicting the effects of
power sre at the present tirna&vailablG. For preliminary
estimates of the shift in stick-fixed neutral ~oin~ due
to power, however, the data given in NACA CB No. ILLHO1
IfEffectof power on the Stick-Fixed Neutral points of
Several Single-Engine Monoplanes as Determined in l~lightlt
may be applied.

The shift in neutral point
may be computed if the elevator
istics are known.

due to freeing the ~levator
hinge-moment character-

Lan@ey Memorial Aeronmtical Laboratory
National Advisory Committse for Azroneutics

I.angleyField, Vs.

. .

.
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2. Wlitm, -lr.s!uricer).: Effect of Power on the Stick-Fixed
]@utral points of Several Single-l!ngine Monoplanes
as Iktermined in Flight, YACA C!BNo. ~01, 1~~.

‘-:3, ?mdthopp, H ● : Aerodynamics of tho Fuselage. VAqA
TM NO, 1036, 19L2.

4. Silvcrstein, Abe, and Katzoff, S.: Aerodynamic Ohar-
nct6ristics of Horizontal Tail Surfaces. NACA

.ti Rcp , No. 688, 19~o..-..
,i,”

5. Silverstein, Abe, and Katzoff’,S.: Design Charts for
Predicting Downw.ashAngles and Wake Characteristics
behind Plain and Flapped Wings. NACA Rep. No. 648,
1939,

- 6. Ribner, Eerbert S.: NMes on the Propoller and Slip-
stream in Relation to Stability. NACA ARR
No. 14112a, 1944..
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Operation on the Pitching Moments of Singl~-EnginO ,
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TASIE I.- DIMENSIONSOFAIRPLANSTEST3D
T

Mean Hori- r.iongl- hlgl-
Teat- Wlng wingAspect aero- sontal Iiorl- Aapect tudinal Pro- tudlnal Fuse- Maxlmum ITace1113Mex-

lir- point area, epan ratgo dynamic hail zontal ratio distance peller distance lage fueelage length “ilmlm
>lane symbol + (I-t)of wing, olhord area, tail Or tail from wing dia- fiom Whg len$h width

(eq ft)
(ft)

‘Aw
nacelle

meter, a.c. too;::% ~&~ :~y
(*) !@&’

(f%) width
propeller

(:) plane
(f%)

horizontal (ft)
tall
(ft)

1 0 . 155 &.o 7.5 4.75 28.0 9.3 3.1 11.97 6.00 6.04 22.2 3.5 ---- ---

2 + 236 37.3 5.9. 6.80 l+e.o12.8 3.h 16.47 .10.006.71 28.9 b.1 ---- ---

3 =. 236 37.3 5.9 6.~ .!+8.012.8 3.h 16.48 11.00 8.93 31.7 3.2 ---- ---

4 0 213 34.0 5.4. 6.72 40.013.0 4.2 15.52 10.389.65 30.6 2.8 ---- ---

5 0 300 40.8 5.5 7.29 s8.316.0 4.4 19.83 12.17 8.71 35.3 4.5 ---- ---

6 A 23’637.0 5.8 6.64 41.4 z3.2 4.2 15.34 10.76 9.10 32.2 2.8 ---- ---

7 v .* 38=3 5*9 6.88 45.213.3 3.9 15.44 11.5810.U 32.9 2.9 ---- ---

8 v 328 52.0 8.3 7.02 ~.o 21.8 8.8 21.46 11.50 7.72- 19.5 3.1 33.8 3.5

9 ~ 2p 39.3 6.0 6.94 61.24.8 3.6 15.79 9.00 7.56 26.9 1+.9” ---- ---

10 b 334 42.8 5=5 8.11 77.81.8.5 4.4 19.43 13.08 8.50 33.8 5.1 ---- ---

11 A 422 49=7 5*9 9.11 107.419.0 3.4 17.go “12.0011.* 36.7 4.7 ---- ---

12 D 490 “54.2 6:0 “9.76 110.820.8 3.9 22.69 13.0011.56 41.0 5.0 ---- ---

13 d , 959 89.5 8.4 I.1.fi203.O26.7 3.5 32.4o al.50 11.93 56.0 6.3 15.4 4.3

14 b 465 61.3 8.1 ““ 8.36 100.021.2 4=5 21@2 11.25 5.81 k7.9 h.3 19.2 4.0

15 b 538 61.3 7.0 ‘9.68 122.320.2 393 25.58 12.08 7.48 48.5 3.5 16.9 4.1

16 b , *O 70.0 9.1 8.13 116.123.1 4.6 27.76 12950 9=64 50.5 5.2 2~.8 4.8

W$TIORALADVISORY
00MHITTEE POR AEROWNJTIOS ,

UNCiASS?FlE13
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TABLE II.- ESTTMATED VALUES OF ~C~~CL AND ~

Wins

k~-~p~m $! ?:

Estirnate~ values of j.ncrement in pitching- ‘.-

.aerod~awfc
Airplane center

!f~action ~

1 0.2.4
2 .24i

$
,2~-6
.238

5 .2z/3
.6 .2~o

&
● 240
.24.1

9 .2L.3
10 .238
11 .238
12 .2 s
1
d

$.Z 6
.238

15 .2 8
i6 z.2 0

0.110 10:: l+”
i

----- 0.006 0.307 l-o.177~ 0.36

1?

9.36
.084 ----- .013 .013 -.157 “: .32
.(j94 .031 ----- .Ql?

● 012 -.156 .32
● 113 .029 ----- .022 .011 -.17”

z
:+ 837

.103 .051 ----- .023 .019 -.19 *3( ●33

.0 ~.1’ .Q27~ ----- *Q$g ● o~l -.134 .32 :32

.od7 .021 ----- .030 .012 -.150 .3
● 170 .048 0.040 .030 .025 -.313 t. i.1
● 111 .0~~

----- .011 ● 012 -.173 ::; ~33
.128 .0 L ----- .018 .016 -.210 .36
.090 e039 ----- .017 .012 -.158 ;;3 ● 34
.108 ● 037 ----- .013 .014 -.1 2

i 2
:3$

.113 ● 020 .025 .009 .01
z

-.1 2 ●

“1 52
,041 ::1: .015 .02I ?-.291 .3 i:32

.Ou

L

.015
z

.016 .019 -.1
R

.;2
J* .o,~o .0 8 ● 022 .020 -.2 . “J

... ,,, , -,

.’7 “
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